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§1. Introduction.

Throughout this paper, " space" will mean TV space. Let J be a base of a

space X. <B is said to be an ortho-base if for every <B'<z<B, Dig' is open or Bf

is a neighborhood base of some point. <& is said to have subinfiniterank if for

every <B'a<B such that n <B'^<j>and <B'is infinite,at least two elements of <£'

are related by set inclusion. Spaces having an ortho-base, and spaces having a

base of subinfiniterank were introduced by Nyikos as natural generalizations of

non-archimedean spaces [4] [5].

Concerning cardinal functions of spaces with special bases, Gruenhage showed

that for each regular space X having a base of subinfiniterank, d(X)=hd(X)>hl(X)

= s(X) holds [3]. d{X) is the density of X, hd{X) is the hereditary density, hl(X)

is the hereditary Lindelof degree, and s(X) is the spread (i.e., the supremum of

the discrete subspaces of X). In this paper we investigate cardinal functions of

spaces having ortho-bases. We shall show that hd(X)>hl(X) = s(X) holds for each

space X having an ortho-base.

§2. Main result.

We need two lemmas. For convenience, for a cardinal v, we say a space X

to be r-developable if there exist r open covers {Ma}a<* such that for each xsX

{St(x,JCa)}a<Tis a neighborhood base of x.

Lemma 1. Let X be a space having an ortho-base <B and D be the set of

isolated points of X. If D is dence in X, then X is ＼D＼-developable.

Proof. Set D={da＼a<z], where r is a cardinal. For each xgX―D and a<z,

we take Ba(x) $ such that xeBa(x) and da$Ba(x). Put JCa = {{d.}＼a<r}＼}{Ba(x)＼

xgX―D}. JCa is obviously an open cover of X. Let x be a point of X and FT

be a neighborhood of .≫.If xeD, then St(#, ^≪):={^}c:Wr for some a. So, we as-

sume xeX―D. Suppose that St (x, J{a)<t W for any a<v. Then for each a, we

can take HaeJCa such that a?eiJa and Ha<tW. Since {#≪L<r can not be a neigh-
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borhood base of x, H=(~＼Ha must be open. But Hf]D―0, because Ha$da. Since

D is dense in X. thisis a r.ontradiction.

The followinglemma is well known in the countablecase and can be easily

carriedover to the general case. So we omit the proof.

Lemma 2. Let X he r-developable. If the cardinality of each closed discrete

subspace is at most r, then X is r-Lindelof (i.e.,every open cover has a subcover

of the cardinalityz).

Theorem 3. Let X be a space having an ortho-base 35. Then hd(X)>s(X) =

MX) holds.

Proof. Since hd{X)>s(X) and hl(X)>s(X) are obvious, we show s(X)>hl(X).

Let s(X) = z. Since for each subspace Y of X, s(Y)<r and Y has an ortho-base,

the proof is complete if we show that X is r-Lindelof. Suppose that there exists

an open cover HJ of X which has not a subcover of the cardinality r. Firstly we

take xo£X and t/oe<l/such that x0qU0. Put V0=UQ. Let y<t+. We assume that

for each /5<j-we could take x^gX and an open set F/j such that the following (*)

is satisfipri.

,
N

＼Vfir＼{xa＼a<r}= {x{>} for each /3<r.
(* ) i

[There exists U^HJ such that VpCiUp for each fi<y.

Then, if we set A = {xa＼a<j), since |A|<r, CM is r-Lindelof by Lemma 1 and

Lemma 2. Thus C＼A＼J{＼JV?)is covered by r elements of CU- So we can take
/><r

xreX―C＼ AuQUVfi). We take U^HJ and an open set Vr such that xreVrc:Ur and

Vrf]A^=(p. Now by the induction we get the discrete space {xa＼a<z+}. This is a

contradiction to s(X)―z.

There exists a space having an ortho-base such that hd(X)i=d(X). In fact

the space in [6, 3.6.1] is such a space.

Concerning SH (Souslin's hypothesis), we note the following theorem.

Theorem 4. The following (a),(b) and (c) are equivalent.

(a) SH is false.

(b) There exists a non-metrizable non-archimedean space such that s(X) is

countable.

(c) There existsa non-metrizable regular space having an ortho-base such that

s(X) is countable.
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Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is due to [1]. Also, refer [5, Theorem

1.7J. (b)-≫(c)is trivial. We show (c)--Kb). Let X be a space of (c). Since by

Theorem 3 X is regular Lindelof, it is paracompact. Therefore X is a proto-

metrizable space (i.e.,paracompact space having an ortho-base). It follows from

Fuller's result [2, Theorem 6] that X is the perfect irreducible image of a non-

archimedean space Y. Since metrizability is an invariant of perfect maps, Y is

not metrizable. Since the spread of a non-archimedean space is equal to the

cellularity,by the irreducibilityof the map, s(Y) must be countable. Thus Y is

the desired space.

Corollary 5. The following {a) and (b) are equivalent.

(a) SH.

(b) Each regular space having an ortho-base is metrizable if the spread is

countable.
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